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BSM activities
• Flavor anomalies seem to be still intriguing for the BSM community
• Flavor was the leading topic in the BMS working group
• There is interest both in flavor model building and in high-pT implications of flavor anomalies
• The high-pT flavor precision program joins the electroweak precision program (and both are part

of the very active EFT studies at the LHC, also relevant for the Higgs BSM working group)
• Other ideas, extend the implications of flavor anomalies towards Dark Matter
• Some working groups also interested in VLQ, LLP and DM signatures at the LHC

All activity well documented on the Wiki
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High-pT dilepton tails: LFU ratio with actual data
• Team: Tanya Berger-Hryn’ova, Dario Buttazzo, Juhi
Dutta, David Marzocca, Marco Nardecchia, Minho Son
• Aim: investigate R=dσ(pp→µµ)/dσ(pp→ee) for
deviations from unity as expected in some BSM scenarios

• Theoretical uncertainties at high mass will cancel in such ratio
• No experimental results of this kind is directly available,
public results from ATLAS resonant search at 13TeV (36fb-1)* and
ATLAS SM DY measurement at 8TeV 20fb-1 are used
Results are statistically limited
and currently consistent
with unity within ~1σ
Improvement is expected with an
increase of the dataset as well as
combined ATLAS+CMS high mass
DY differential cross-section
measurement
*For the search DY includes Photon Induced processes (same for ee and µµ)

Single-production of third-generation LQ with

tops and missing energy in the final state.
• Participants: Dario Buttazzo, David Marzocca, Priscilla Pani, Giacomo Polesello

See also CMS analysis in 1806.03472 (LQ->btau)

τν final state from t-channel LQ exchange
Participants: D. Marzocca, M. Nardecchia P. Pani, G. Polesello
Require MT(tau,Etmiss)>200 GeV
to remove W pole
Require Etmiss>400 GeV



Enhance LQ contribution by
requiring an additional b-jet
With pt>150 GeV



Simulate exchange of
S1 LQ with UFO from
Greljo
Left: without requiring a
b-jet,
Right: requiring a b-jet
with pt>150 GeV

Preliminary: need to validate jet matching in generation and apply parametrised
efficiency for tau jet tagging
Assuming 15% systematic on background, approximately exclude at 95% λ23=0.2
λ33=1 with a 300 fb-1 LHC
Plan: map for LHC and HL-LHC coverage on coupling space

RDM project
Merry crew (in INVERSE alphabetical order): J. Zurita, D. Sengupta, G. Polesello, P. Pani, J.M. No, A.
Lessa, A. Jueid, J. Heisig, B. Fuks, C. Delaunay, B. Bhattacherjee, A. Bharucha, J. Bernigaud, G. Bélanger

Goal: relate the S1 LQ model that solves RD and RD* “anomalies” to dark matter.

Project roadmap:
1)

UFO model including 3 new fields (S1, χ1,χ0) and 3 new couplings (yD,yL33,yR23)

2)

Find a viable point that solve flavor anomalies, RD ~ yL33 * yR23 / (mS1)2

3)

Check model viability w.r.t:
1)

Flavor constraints (yL33 . yR23 mS1)

2)

Direct LQ production: mS1, BRs (S1 -> SM, dark)

3)

Monojet bounds (mostly on mχ1)

4)

S1 associated production with hard lepton (recast existing searches? new searches? for 2l + j)

5)

Dark matter: Ωh2 from either co-annihilation or conversion driven freeze-out

6)

Existing LQ (resonant) + MET search from CMS (no ATLAS search yet?)

4)

Write down proceeding (internal deadline Dec 1st)

5)

Publish paper (after LH2019 proceedings appear on arXiv).



exotic VLQ decays, bounds, signatures
[ Thomas Flacke, Benjamin Fuks, Werner Porod, Minho Son, Tetiana Berger-Hryn’ova, Louie Corpe, ++]

Many SM extensions with VLQs (Q) also contain BSM bosons which might be lighter than Q.
New VLQ decays can be classified according to the VLQ and boson quantum numbers:

etc.

(Last Les Houches 1803.10379)

With these decays, VLQ pair production gives a multitude of new final states, and
current search bounds and sensitivities are altered.

Aim of the LH working group:
• Build (public) VLQ + scalar effective model implementation for event generators
• Determine bounds from existing searches and measurements (Contur,MA,CheckMATE)
• Survey new final states: where are the gaps? where are lighthouses?

Freeze-in with large couplings @ the LHC
People interested: G. Belanger, A. Bharucha, F. Boudjema, C. Delaunay, N. Desai, J. Dutta,
A. Goudelis, J. Heisig, S. Kraml, A. Lessa, J. M. No, S. Sekmen, D. Sengupta, H.-S. Shao, J. Zurita

Freeze-in typically involves tiny couplings of DM with the Standard Model.
Singlet scalar (Higgs portal) model

Typical LHC signatures:

· LLPs
· Resonances
· None

Is there a way to boost the
DM-SM interactions?
arXiv:1105.1654

Idea: decrease the reheating temperature.
→ Successful FI requires much larger couplings.

Constraints from
conventional LHC
searches?

New signatures?

Consequences for LHC pheno?

Conclusion
The BSM session was very successfull

Lots of promising studies towards
good contributions to the proceedings
Thanks to all BSM participants and
hope to see you again in LH!

